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Conductor
Be connected with Conductor

Conductor
Conductor connects your school and puts the control at your
fingertips.
Conductor allows schools to create zones, schedule and customise
bells, and send out announcements with a few clicks — maximising
control over the school without needing technicians.
Conductor uses the existing network and integrates with
technology to reduce wiring redundancy and create one easy-tomanage system. Digital monitors and signs can display alerts and
information, and speakers located around the school can play

Other Features
Can use an existing network to upgrade
current systems
Easy to use software, with incredibly
powerful scripting
Dedicated all-in-one PC and server
Available with a virtual server

bells, pre-recorded announcements and instructions. Conductor
also works as an intercom eliminating the need for IP phone
systems.

Key Benefits

Future-proof technology

Messaging and Announcements

Scheduling

Conductor is designed to upgrade
your existing PA and bells system and
adapt with your school’s needs. New
technology is easily integrated making it
a long-term, future-proof solution.

Pre-record messages and
announcements to play at a scheduled
time — allowing the principal and staff to
record messages when it suits them.

Create standard bell schedules with a
variety of sounds or music and set them
to run automatically. If you need to
change the schedule, it only takes a few
clicks.

Zoning

Emergency Planning

Build an ecosystem

Create virtual zones across the school
and make pages to any or all of those
zones over your network. If you need to
change zones, Conductor makes it quick
and easy — no need to call in a tech to
rewire your PA.

Program Conductor for the situations you
want to be prepared for. For example,
hitting an emergency button can play
a distinct alarm to all zones, display
evacuation maps on screens, and play
pre-recorded instructions over speakers.

Conductor combines all your technology
into a single communications ecosystem. Using one system makes it
easier for staff to learn and manage,
and eliminates wiring redundancy from
having multiple systems.
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